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E D I T O R S  N O T E

Writing is not only a form of expression, it is our passion.

There are way too many subjects in our society that are not addressed; so many 
unanswered questions and misconceptions. It really is time that there was something 
solid that presented interesting, thought provoking and mind- pleasing topics and 
ideas.

That is exactly what Unread is out here to do.

This online magazine will bring a wide variety of carefully constructed pieces directly 
to your phone, laptop or tablet. Academic advice, deep-thought pieces, reviews of 
best-seller books, creative writing, stunning photography, interviews, travel guides 
are only a few of the things we will cover in this publication.

Unread is unique. It is different and it brings to you unheard voices, itching to be 
heard. Our aim is to make this magazine one you enjoy, trust and learn from.

We want to empower the young people of today to go out there and clasp every 
opportunity possible. We want to show you that there is a world out there waiting to 
be conquered. And we want to provide you with a reliable source of information, no 
matter what topic it concerns.

Why Unread?

Because every single one of our writers is unique. With their own experiences,  
backgrounds and outlook on life. The very words they write for you, you will not find 
anywhere else. You wont read those experiences or insights anywhere, but here.

That is why, we are the Unread

Hello and welcome to the first issue of the Unread magazine!’ Lubna

unreadmag@gmail .com

@unreadmag

unreadmag.com

@unreadmag

To get involved or any other enquiries 
visit our website or drop us an email:

0 1
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-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -
“Men Aint      ”?

First of all I would like to start off by 

saying hashtags like #menain’tsh*t and 

#menaretrash do not in any way reflect 

the ideologies of feminism. Like a lot 

of things on social media these days, 

anything can go viral. One of the latest 

hashtags that has women (specifically) 

speaking is #menain’tsh*t. There are 

thousands of tweets with this hashtag 

as well as a Twitter account under the 

same name. Now, is this really a big deal? 

Should anyone really be offended by such 

a blasé comment categorising every single 

man in the universe under one definition? 

I personally try not to take anything I 

see on social media too seriously, but it 

makes me wonder if trends such as this 

should be taken as light-heartedly when 

they are being categorised with topics 

such as feminism. 

We already know that online platforms 

create a stage for free forms of expression, 

which include rants, funny banter and 

a hell of a lot of memes etc (I’m not 

complaining about that one lol. Meme’s = 

life). But, perhaps (to a certain degree) it 

also advocates a lack of responsibility on 

the influence of what is said and how it 

can affect another person’s perception. 

 

So, maybe I should start by breaking down 

what I mean by this. This topic first came 

to mind when about 4 weeks ago I was 

having lunch with a colleague of mine. He’s 

from a similar ethnic background, is also 

in his early 20’s just like me and educated 

to a university level. Now, if you know 

me, you know that I can be quite random 

when it comes to blurting out things I am 

thinking about in to a conversation. As we 
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were eating, I erratically asked “Are you a 

feminist?” To be honest, I kind of just did 

this because I thought it would be funny 

to catch him off guard and see what he 

says. I smiled and waited for an answer. 

He seemed shocked at the question, 

scrunched up his face and said, “No. Of 

course I’m not. I’m not a crazy woman 

who rants and thinks that women are 

better than men”. 

To be honest, I wasn’t even shocked at the 

answer. I laughed. I said, “Do you actually 

know what being a feminist or feminism 

is?” He replied, “Yeah, these women who 

are always so extreme and think men are 

just sh*t and women are so much better”. 

At this point I felt like I had to educate him 

on the truth of what it actually means to 

be a feminist. I relayed that it is simply 

a movement which supports the rights 

of women and equality of the sexes, not 

portraying that one is superior. He was 

taken back, he didn’t realise that this was 

what it actually meant. He expressed that 

these “extreme and crazy girls on social 

media give feminists a bad name” and that 

a lot of people (guys in particular) shared 

his same view of what feminism was.

Now, can all females be responsible 

for the incorrect definition of feminism 

and the fact that we are all portrayed as 

erratic, crazy or dramatic? No of course 

not. It is the select few, who through their 

actions and words, give that perception. It 

is this carelessness over social media and 

as I mentioned before, influence of what 

is said that can affect another person’s 

perception on a serious matter. But, the 

same goes for this #menain’tsh*t hashtag. 

Of course, I’m sure there are some guys 

out there who would very much fall under 

this category, but does putting them all 

under one bracket really make us females 

seem smarter? stronger? Or “better” even?

I do completely understand (by the way) 

that some of what is tweeted with the 

hashtag is just for “bants” and it really 

wasn’t put out there with the intention of 

causing offence or to be a bad influence. 

But, if you see some of the examples 

I have added in to this article, it is quite 

easy to understand why perhaps this act 

of “extreme feminism” can give feminism 

as a whole, a bad name.

For me, I don’t really think the two should 

be linked. I feel like feminism is one issue 

and negativity towards men is another. 

I can however appreciate some of the 

hashtags in relation to the funny side of 

relationships. Some of the ones I have read 
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are pretty hilarious. For example, “When 

your man didn’t leave you the last bite of 

dessert #menain’tsh*t” or even “When 

you bf wakes you up so early because he’s 

bored and can’t sleep, so he doesn’t want 

you to sleep either #menain’tsh*t (both 

of which I have experienced by the way 

which at the time were not funny but I can 

appreciate and laugh at now lol). 

Overall, social media posts should always 

be taken with a pinch of salt, but let’s 

just not forget the responsibility we have 

to ourselves in terms of how our words 

have influence. Let’s be careful about the 

words we choose and what image we 

have created not only of ourselves, but 

also of the “groups” (be it social, ethical, 

religious etc) we belong to. 

I feel like it’s only right to end this on a 

note of appreciation to all the good men 

out there haha. Be it our father, brothers, 

uncles, boyfriends or friends – there is 

always one male out there you can count 

on (and if you’re really lucky you’ll have a 

few). You really are loved.

It’s always better to create understanding 

if you want to see change, so let’s try and 

express ourselves more creatively. 

Use your influence to make a difference.

Amrita Thind
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-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -
What isSocial Anxiety

Social anxiety is the fear of a specific or 

wide variety of social situations. This 

can include speaking in a public setting, 

meeting new people, being in an unfamiliar 

environment, attending parties or other 

social gatherings, speaking to someone in 

an authoritative position and disagreeing 

with people. People with social anxiety 

are mostly afraid of what others are 

thinking of them to a point where it can 

restrict their every move. One fear which 

is prominent in socially anxious people is 

the fear that others can see the signs of 

their anxiousness, which then leads them 

to overthink these situations. For example, 

I used to be afraid that people noticed my 

cheeks blushing as they approached me, 

so I stopped talking to people at work. 

There are so many other scenarios that 

can trigger overthinking, even thinking 

about an upcoming event can cause high 

levels of anxiety.

When anxiety is at a very high point, 

people tend to avoid the place or thing 

they are worrying about. Although 

avoidance will feel satisfactory, and even 

relieving at times, it has a negative long 

term effect and can very easily lead to 

depression when constantly finding a 

way out of it. This can be any situation, 

such as being too embarrassed to do 

a presentation. The anxiety leading up 

to that presentation may lead you to 

not going at all and as a result, feeling 

satisfied. However, having successfully 

avoided that presentation will make 

you feel very down afterwards. Avoiding 

situations that make you feel anxious will 

gradually cause you to convince yourself 

that you are incapable of doing those 

things. You may begin to tell yourself you 

are useless and are a failure. Self-esteem 

will drop, therefore allowing anxiety and 

depression to rocket.

Who Is Affected By It?

A very common misconception is that 

being socially anxious means you are 

simply a shy person who doesn’t like to 

go out. In my experience, I would say that 

social anxiety has actually caused me to 
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be shy and stopped me from going out - 

it suppressed who I really was. You might 

find that the outwardly most confident 

person in the room could be suffering 

from social anxiety. More than one out 

of eight people will suffer from socially 

anxiety at some point in their lives. It 

is twice as common in women than in 

men, but men are more likely to find 

help. Social anxiety is most commonly 

developed when people are in their early 

teens. However, much like myself, it can 

develop a lot earlier in life. When seeking 

help for it is delayed, the problem can last 

for years.

There is no exact cause for social anxiety 

but there are a few factors that can 

singlehandedly or collectively contribute. 

Some of them can include genetics 

(relatives who are shy or who also have 

social anxiety), prior experiences of 

embarrassment or humiliation that 

cause a fear of those situations, negative 

thinking, and a lack of social skills.

How To Get Help?

If you notice these symptoms in yourself 

and you feel the anxiety is distressing 

and unbearable, I highly recommend you 

seek help. Here in the UK, you can receive 

therapy under the NHS. It can seem 

daunting at first to call your doctor and 

talk to them about it, but know that you 

will be one step closer to getting better. 

Just as you would call the doctor for a 

physical illness, you should take the same 

precautions with your mental wellbeing.

I simply had enough one day, called my 

GP and told them my social anxiety was 

becoming distressing. I had a very relieving 

conversation with my doctor who then 

suggested I attend cognitive behavioural 

therapy (CBT). The CBT sessions were 2 

hours a week for 12 weeks, in a group 

therapy setting. It is vital that you attend 

every session as you begin to learn more 

about the condition and how you can 

make improvements, one week at a time. 

Luckily, I found my therapist to be helpful 

and understanding, but if you find that 

they are not what you are looking for, 

definitely tell your doctor who will do 

what they can to help you recover. It can 

be very scary to seek help for a mental 

health condition, but it is detrimental 

to your well-being to delay something 

so distressing and disruptive to your 

everyday life. You are never alone in this 

and there are so many resources for you 

to use.

Therapy Is Over – What Now?

Don’t panic, everything is fine. I do still 

find myself feeling quite anxious of my 

surroundings, but I keep a few things 

in mind to keep myself sane. Know that 

people are actually immersed in their own 

thoughts and problems, so they most 

likely won’t notice you blush or stutter 
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B Y  A M I N A  R I Z V I

or sweat or tremble at all! Don’t allow 

your thoughts to spiral out of control and 

become restrictive for you. People are 

not judging you, and if they are, is it true? 

Do they know you well enough to make 

these mindless judgements? No. Remind 

yourself of your good attributes and what 

makes you the great person you really are. 

Shut out the negative and concentrate on 

the positive.

After therapy, you have so many resources 

to read back on and even start on some of 

the activities again if need be. Set yourself 

one or a few simple goals for yourself to 

meet. For example, you could tell yourself 

you want to build your confidence. So, you 

could go to the shops and not use the self-

checkout to give yourself an opportunity 

to have a small conversation with the 

cashier. It also helps immensely to write 

down your thoughts and goals to clear 

your mind and figure out the root cause 

of some of the misleading thoughts you 

may have. One thing I have started doing 

is writing down one thing that made me 

happy every day to give myself a reminder 

that every cloud has a silver lining. Even 

if I have a bad day, no matter how small, 

there has got to be one thing in that day 

that made me smile. I have also started 

writing a journal (or diary). This has given 

me a lot of clarity with my thoughts, 

regardless of whether I am writing about 

something totally uninteresting or not, it 

definitely helps.

As cliché as it sounds, please find time for 

things that make you happy. I found that 

baking with the company of my favourite 

movie or TV show at stupid o’clock was very 

therapeutic. And of course, enjoying the 

end result of my baking. Other activities to 

keep your mind at ease can include going 

for a walk, chilling in the garden, reading 

a new book, reading a book you’ve read 

100 times, spending time with family and 

friends, watching The Office, working out, 

writing, drawing and the list goes on. 

Don’t ever allow the setbacks in life 

leave you feeling behind. Allow these 

experiences to help you grow stronger 

because I know you can do it.
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-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

A U T H O R : Angie Thomas

G E N R E : Young Adult Fiction

Starr is a sixteen-year-old girl who lives in 

an underprivileged neighbourhood but 

goes to a posh school in a suburban area. 

In her neighbourhood, there are drug gangs 

and shootings on a regular basis; things 

she doesn’t even mention to her friends at 

school. Starr feels like she has to keep the 

two aspects of her life completely separate 

from one another. She struggles with her 

identity and finds herself acting a certain 

way depending on who she is around 

and throughout the book this becomes 

increasingly difficult for her.

The story focuses around the fact that Starr 

witnessed her best friend being shot and 

killed by a police officer. The unfolding story 

looks at how her neighbourhood fights for 

justice and evolves from this event. There’s 

a lot of pressure on Starr as the only witness 

and the only one who can speak the truth, 

but she is against a whole corrupt and racist 

system that put her in danger and took her 

best friend’s life in the first place.

THE HATE YOU GIVE
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Starr, as a young black female, has been 

taught by her parents to act and speak a 

certain way when she is in the presence 

of police and she witnessed first-hand the 

fatal consequences of what happens when 

this is not done. As she tries to deal with the 

death of her best friend and her evermore 

conflicting identities; she also has to try 

and face up to the injustice of what she 

witnessed.

The Hate U Give was an important story 

told in a simple way from the perspective 

of a young girl. The family dynamics in 

this novel felt very authentic and genuine 

and made the context of the whole story 

more believable. Throughout the book, as 

a reader, I felt empathetic for the struggles 

Starr was going through. I was particularly 

moved by the story because police 

brutality and racism are very real, current 

and ongoing issues. There was a level of 

suspense, which built towards the end of 

the book, surrounding the neighbourhood’s 

outrage at the event and the lengths they 

had to go to in order to speak out about 

the injustice.

As a YA book, the style of the prose in 

general was easy going and simple to read. 

As an older reader, some of the teenage 

issues in the book had me rolling my eyes, 

but as this book is primarily aimed at 

teenagers it was appropriate for the genre. 

Overall, the issues and concepts dealt with 

in this story were so important, therefore, 

I would recommend people of all ages to 

read this book. This story was inspired by 

the #BlackLivesMatter movement and is a 

powerful, personal story to humanise this 

issue.

"Throughout 
the book, as a 
reader, I felt 
empathetic for 
the struggles 
Starr was going 
through. I was 
particularly 
moved by the 
story because 
police brutality 

and racism 
are very real, 
current and 

ongoing issues."

B Y  S A F I YA
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-  R E V I E W  -

13 Reasons Why. A much-debated show 

prior to its release, one that raised 

eyebrows and left many viewers feeling 

pretty uncomfortable. The very show that 

forced New Zealand’s Office of Film and 

Literature Classification (OFLC) into creating 

a new rating; RP18 – restricted for persons 

aged 18 and above. 13 Reasons Why rapidly 

became the “hot topic” among teenagers.  

Learning of the crude depictions, schools 

began raising alarms, warning parents of 

the imminent danger this show could hold 

for their children. 

Being a show aimed at a teenage audience, 

I can’t help but feel that the producers 

were carelessly saying, ‘Hey, here’s a dark 

game for someone contemplating suicide 

to play…’ I mean, come on people!  Before 

the show was released, psychologists and 

personnel part of some form of anti-suicide 

body spoke up against its imminent release. 

The depiction was too brutal for young 

minds and they feared suicide would be 

glamourized and create a contagion effect. 

Lo and behold!  The much feared contagion 

effect came to life! 

13 REASONS WHY
To Be Or Not To Be Continued?

13 Reasons Why is based around a girl, Hannah Baker, who moves to a new town and to a new school.  

It brings to life her attempts at making friends, dealing with the “society” within a new school and trying 

to find a sense of belonging within it hallways. However, this new found “society” wasn’t as accepting 

as she had hoped. Hannah faced life-changing experiences, such as, rape and violence that ultimately 

led to her committing suicide. Throughout the season Hannah narrated her battles via cassette tapes, 

because learning her reasons for committing suicide shouldn’t be that easy.  These tapes held thir-

teen people responsible, people she believed pushed her over the edge.  In each tape, she explained 

how each person was responsible for her death; they either caused her physical, emotional harm or 

both.  Once one person was done listening to her story, the tapes were passed on to the next, allowing 

Hannah’s story to circulate.  Because, it only makes sense that everyone should endure the emotional 

trauma she endured in her short-lived time in this new found “society”, right? To keep everyone on their 

toes, she also left behind a guardian for her tapes.  Breaking the rules would mean all the cassettes, all 

the secrets and her reasons would be released out in the open. Access to all.

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/13-reasons-why-new-zealand-puts-new-adult-rating-netflix-suicide-drama-998388
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/13-reasons-why-new-zealand-puts-new-adult-rating-netflix-suicide-drama-998388
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/schools-warn-parents-netflixs-13-reasons/story?id=47006236
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/schools-warn-parents-netflixs-13-reasons/story?id=47006236
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2017/05/13-reasons-why-controversy/525237/
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In early June, 2017, a man from Peru 

imitated the suicide portrayed in this 

‘gruesome’ television show. He left notes 

for family members to find audiotapes 

that he had pre-recorded, explaining his 

reasons for suicide and left one for a lady, 

wishing her the best. According to the 

media, there is no proof of him having 

seen the show, however people around 

the world, and even people I know on a 

personal level, have noted that enduring 

detailed depictions of suicide can lead to 

suicidal thoughts/tendencies. It’s deeply 

worrying how one show managed to leave 

many, all over the globe, greatly unsettled. 

As writers, producers and anyone part of 

the entertainment business; their portrayal 

of stories is what most people rely on today 

and mimic in their daily lives.  Just think about 

the movies and shows you’ve watched over 

the years.  How many of us have fantasised 

over those over-exaggerated love stories?  

Or those supernatural powers films and 

shows?  How many of us haven’t wished for 

those incredible powers?  I know I have!

This brings me to my question; should 13 

reasons why be continued? 

Having seen the show, one can easily 

presume that its second season, and yes 

there will be a second season, will carry a 

similar theme.  The producers can easily 

glamorise, the already glamorised, suicide 

even more and maybe even address 

other delicate subjects in a not-so-delicate 

manner.  With its eager teenaged audience, 

I fear the impact it might have on their 

minds. 

Not to lay the heat on her, but Selena 

Gomez, who had a hand in bringing the 

show to life, openly acknowledged her need 

to undergo rehab and seeing her produce 

a show like this makes me wonder: could 

this just be her way of expressing her inner 

darkness?  I enjoy her work, but to what 

lengths would you take delicate issues just 

to get your point across?

I can’t help but feel this show may have a 

more negative than positive impact on the 

younger target audience. Yes, the issues 

addressed in 13 Reasons Why needed 

to be voiced, they were (are) real issues 

that some people are sadly dealing with, 

but should this not have been addressed 

in a more healthier, less gruesome and 

glamourizing manner? 

Maybe in a way that did not vividly show 

slitting of wrists and rape?

B Y  TA L A ’ T  H U M A A  K H A N

http://people.com/chica/peruvian-man-imitates-13-reasons-why-commits-suicide/
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-  R E C I P I E  -

Vegetable Pasta Salad

Our body needs carbohydrates and one of 

the many sources of carbs is pasta, which 

is low in fat and a good source of protein. 

Pasta can be a quick lunch or nice dinner 

for the family. This week, I’m presenting my 

very own recipe for vegetable pasta salad. 

As you can probably tell by the name, it’s 

packed with veggies and is super colourful 

with only a few ingredients. It’s a great rec-

ipe for everyone and especially youngsters 

who aren’t huge fans of vegetables, but 

don’t worry – trust me on this.

S E R V E S :  4 - 6 

P r e p  t i m e :  1 0  M I N U T E S

C o o k  t i m e :  1 0  M I N U T E S

E x t r a  t i m e :  1 h r  c h i l l i n g

T o t a l  t i m e :  1  h r  2 0  M I N U T E S

I N G R E D I E N T S

•  2 5 0 g  d r y  F u s i l l i 

•  1  r e d  b e l l  p e p p e r ,  s e e d s  r e -

m o v e d  a n d  d i c e d

•  1  g r e e n  b e l l  p e p p e r ,  s e e d s 

r e m o v e d  a n d  d i c e d

•  I  m e d i u m  s e e d l e s s  c u c u m b e r

•  1  s m a l l  c a n  o f  t i n n e d  s w e e t -

c o r n

•  1  p i n t  g r a p e  t o m a t o e s , 

h a l v e d  o r  s a l a d  t o m a t o e s

•  1  c u p  l i g h t  o r  r e a l  m a y o n -

n a i s e

•  1 5 0 g  s k i n l e s s  c h i c k e n 

b r e a s t s ,  c o o k e d ,  s h r e d d e d

•  S a l t  a n d  p e p p e r ,  t o  t a s t e 

•  1  t b s p  h o t  p e p p e r  s a u c e 

( o p t i o n a l )

•  1 / 3  c u p  f i n e l y  c h o p p e d  b a s i l 

B Y  R A M E E N
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Method

Want That Perfect Pasta?

1. Bring a large pot of salted water to a boil and then add the pasta.

2. Cook until pasta is firm when bitten – then rain and rinse with cold water. 

3. In a large bowl, merge in pasta, peppers, sweetcorn, cucumber, tomatoes, boiled 

chicken.

4. Pour the light or real mayonnaise and hot pepper sauce over the pasta and gently 

stir to combine. 

5. Add basil and season with salt and pepper, to taste. Chill until ready to serve.

. Use a large saucepan, pick the one that gives the pasta plenty of space to move. 

. When the water starts boiling, lower the flame and bring the pasta to boil. 

. Make sure not to put pasta in a pot that isn’t boiling, this will leave the pasta with 

gooey texture. 

. If you decide to combine two different varieties of pasta, make sure they are similar 

in size or shape, due to diverse cooking times. 
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CANADIAN EAGLES 
FIRE BRIGADE: 
MOSES’S STORY

-  C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G  -

4.35am: 
I brushed my teeth whilst the hot water boiled in the kettle. The smell of fresh toast lingered in 

my empty kitchen and my tiny one bedroom apartment. Beyond the frozen mirrors, I could see a 

mirage of the orange and pink sunrise shadowing Toronto. The hot substance lingered in my green 

tea cup, I sipped the remainder before it was time to leave for work. Warm tea slid down my throat, 

warming up my body in seconds. The white net curtains flowed with the wind, ahead of the rest of 

the city in rush hour. It was time to go. 

I was a fire fighter for the city of Toronto, we’re a country known for our forest fires so it only made 

sense for me to fend for my country, right? Well, that’s why my dad said to me anyway. 

I parked my rusty red truck along the side of the nearest road to the fire station, already our 

elementary school visits for the day had begun. A round woman with flushed cheeks and coffee 

stained teeth walked with the kids behind Santos - one of Toronto’s best fire fighters. 

“Morning Moses, nice to see you so bright and early.”

“Morning Santos, it’s my pleasure,” I smiled with genuine appreciation, followed by an optimistic 

smile for all the kids staring in awe. 

A little boy dressed in denim overalls and red wellingtons with sticky glue on his cheeks, tugged on 

my trousers. He tilted his head waiting for my attention, on the top corner of his overalls I noticed 

the name ‘Adam’ written in wonky handwriting.

“Hey, little man what’s up?” I asked. 
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“Do you enjoy being a super hero? And what do I have to do to become one, just like you?!” He 

bounced on his heels, probably eager to hear my ’10 steps to becoming a fire fighter’.

“Well, firstly you don’t want to grow up too quickly, there is no need for that. So how about you start 

your training by helping your school friends when they’re in BIG trouble, okay lieutenant?”

He gasped in awe – it was officially his first day of training! With a high five as a goodbye, I continued 

walking towards the fire station until…

“Wait! You didn’t answer my question: Do you enjoy being a superhero?”

That was the question I was trying to avoid. Did I love my job? Frankly, I didn’t. The passion was 

gone, the motivation I previously had every morning disappeared. And I was only nineteen years 

old. 

I stared at that little boy aware that he probably already had his heart set on becoming a fire fighter. 

“Well of course I do, if I didn’t why would I still be here?” And that was the question I asked myself 

everyday ‘why are you still here?’

Walking up the stairs my eyes latched onto the motivational quotes surrounding me, one in 

particular caught my eye. The gold Times New Roman font glistened and the words stung. 

“The more we sweat in training, the less we bleed in battle.” – EM

I trained and I bled but I still felt incomplete. I dreamt that this job would be the beginning of 

something new, and it was. It was the beginning of a year of feeling lost in a job that I thought was 

destined for me. 

“Moses come to the office please.” 

I walked towards Sir Campbell’s office perplexed on his reason for calling me in so early, something 

was up. 

I knocked on the thick chestnut door and gently pushed the stubborn handles. Light shone through 

the enormous feature window behind Campbell’s unique marble desk. The Canadian flag was hung 

from the ceiling, and the right-hand wall was covered in pictures of some the best fire fighters our 

nation has seen, which also included me. 

“Hi, Sir.”

“Hello, Moses I’m glad to see you in early as usual. You know I am very fond of you and anytime I 

call you over, it’s always for a good cause.”
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My heart began to sink with the state I was in and my internal battle with life. Campbell was far 

from what I was truly feeling. 

“The vacancy for First Deputy Commissioner is now available, I want you to take it, son.” 

I was speechless. My throat had dried up and my palms were tingling. At the age of only nineteen 

and still lost in regards to my life, I was asked to take a job many fire fighters would kill for. 

I sat in silence and stared out the window. Little Adam waved at me and smiled as he walked onto 

the yellow school bus. 

“Do you enjoy being a super hero?” His words and the charismatic tone was stuck in my mind. 

“Sir, I have to be honest with you I am not at the best place in the moment, I’m not sure if I am 

suitable for the position.’

Campbell sighed, he was silent for a few minutes. He took his time to clean his rigid brown glasses 

and brush his thick moustache. 

“I’m not stupid Moses, I can see how unhappy you are with the way you carry yourself. But that 

doesn’t change anything. Just please for at least a year, achieve something special before you really 

resign.”

He still had faith in me and that was something I couldn’t replace. 

ONE YEAR LATER:
In loving memory of Moses Drew Palmas, First Deputy Commissioner of the 

Canadian Eagles, Fire Department, Toronto.  Our beloved fire fighter who lost his 

life for the safety of our nation. (25/07/1998 – 15/08/2018)

Really and truly our lives are made up of opportunities which soon become 

memories. Every day is an opportunity to be a new person, live in the present for 

the future. – Love Moses 

By Selena
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-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

A U T H O R : Sarah Knight 

G E N R E : Self Help

Put your hand up if just like me you don’t know 

how to stop caring about things that don’t 

necessarily matter to you. Literally the other 

day, I agreed to a ten-hour shift, despite already 

working 5 days in a row, because I was afraid to 

say no to my manager. It resulted in a very sleep 

deprived and grouchy Taiba. Since then, I made 

a vow to stop caring so much about things that 

are honestly meaningless to me. Plus, I really 

need the sleep!

In her book, The Life Changing Magic of Not 

Giving a F***, Sarah Knight gives us a step by 

step guide on how we can all just stop giving a 

crap about things that do not affect us. 

She says that the basis of not caring:

Means taking care of yourself first

Allowing yourself to say no

Releasing yourself from the worry, anxiety, 

fear and guilt with saying no

Reducing mental clutter

I don’t know about you, but I really want to 

implement the above in my life. Wouldn’t life just 

be wonderful without the fear, guilt and anxiety 

over things that are literally out of your control 

or/and things we don’t actually care about? 

Knight sections the book into multiple categories 

which the reader can easily navigate through, 

with advice they can incorporate into their daily 

lives. I decided to read it over several months, 

trying to slowly change my mind set and focus 

on the things that REALLY matter.  There are 

also references to other books and TV shows, 

which made the reading more fun. No-one likes 

to read a self-help book with out at least a few 

jokes here and there. The book however, does 

contain foul language so I suggest you proceed 

with caution (or you can totally skip reading, that 

totally works too). 

I would love to say that after reading The Life 

Changing Magic of Not Giving a F***, I’ve 

somehow established the uncaring ability. No 

more mental clutter, no stress or worry about 

saying no. However, I will honestly still be a 

doing a 12-hour shift while you’re reading this. 

How can I refuse,  especially when my bank is 

full of cash on payday?  

Self-help books are only here to advise us, 

unfortunately the advice won’t be engraved 

onto our brains and we’ll automatically stop 

caring about things that don’t mean anything to 

us, if that’s what we genuinely want. Don’t get 

me wrong, it is okay to care about the things that 

don’t necessarily matter to us. It only becomes 

a problem when it is harmful to us, mentally or 

physically. 

But remember, just do you and be happy.

The Life Changing 
Magic of Not Giving A ****

B Y  TA I B A
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-  T R A V E L  G U I D E  -

    DAY  O N E    |    DAY  T WO    |    DAY  T H R E E    |    DAY  FO U R    |    DAY  F I V E 
M O R N I N G

A F T E R N O O N

N OT E S

Berlin
Hallo! Whether it’s a family holiday, a short city break or a tour around a few countries, it is not always 

easy planning a trip beforehand or whilst you’re there. So, to save you some time, I have put together 

an itinerary table that will allow you to manage your time effectively and get the best out of your trip. In 

the first of Unread’s travel series, Berlin (Germany) is checkpoint number one.

A few years ago, I went to Berlin for a study trip and was given the opportunity to get an insight of the 

city’s phenomenal architecture and rich history. I must say, I am lucky that I was able to visit the top 

main attractions and sights that allowed me to get a taste of the startling culture of Germany. Berlin is 

a city where there is so much to do, see and learn and I want to visit it again (sometime soon I hope). It 

was truly amazing and I highly recommend it.

Treptow 
Crematorium 

(Baumschulenweg)

Jewish 
Museum

Jewish 
Memorial

Potsdamer 
Platz

Brandenburg 
Gate

Dz
Bank

Reichstag

Berlin 
Wall

Gardens of 
the World

Bauhaus

Gendarmenmarkt

Berlin
Cathedral

Humboldtforum 
(Berlin City Palace)

Berlin Television 
Tower

Alexanderplatz

Book your tickets in advance! Visit the following website to https://www.visitberlin.de/en to get additional details on 
sightseeing, events, travel deals, tickets and tours. 

The Crematorium, Jewish Museum, Bauhaus, Berlin Wall, Brandenburg Gate and the Reichstag were the key places I 
really enjoyed. It was genuinely an unforgettable experience. Every place that I visited was different from one another 
and every building had a story to tell. 

Considering Berlin as your next destination? Get your phone out and either: A. Take a photo of the itinerary if you’re 
viewing this from a desktop or B. Screenshot if you’re viewing this from a handheld device.

E V E N I N G

T R AV E L ,  E X P LO R E  &  E N J OY !

Happy Holiday! Your travel guide,

Momina
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-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -
Contentment

I want to be content with my life. I want 

to be even happier with the beautiful life 

I have that I have no time to compare my 

happiness to that of another. A tendency 

that is present amongst today’s society 

is the desire to be better than the other. 

The unhappiness one feels after looking 

at a celebrity’s Instagram account and 

constantly wondering why they don’t or 

can’t have the same exquisite lifestyle 

leads to further unhappiness and general 

dissatisfaction with life - something that 

we simply cannot afford because of the 

precious little time we have on this Earth. 

The pathway to 
contentment is 

easier than it seems. 

Firstly, stop letting the success or wealth 

of others distract you from building your 

own empire. Admire their success, by all 

means. But don’t be disheartened by it, or 

become ungrateful for what you already 

have. The truth is, you will never be 

another person; you will never magically 

jump into their shoes and live their 

lifestyle. However, that doesn’t mean you 

can’t live a happy life - that just means you 

need to concentrate on your own grass, 

and focus on what makes you happy. 

Of course, happiness is subjective, as with 

many other things. For some, happiness 

is going into a designer store and 

embarking on a retail splurge. For others, 

happiness is achieving a milestone, such 

as passing an exam, or securing a job. For 

me, although a splurge on Hermès Birkins 
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sounds extremely appealing (and most 

needed), I prefer to train my mind to treat 

the non-materialistic things (I love them, 

but my happiness goes a little further 

than that) as what makes me the happiest 

and most at home. My family. The people 

that matter. Spending time with them 

is what brings me real happiness, as is 

seeing them at their best, whilst creating 

their own happiness in their own lives. I’ve 

come to realise that everything comes and 

goes, but a loving family stays - regardless 

of the countless bickers, you’ll never find 

the same sense of “home” anywhere else. 

Another reason why many fail to be 

content is because of a certain habit they 

have, and I am 100% guilty of this. The 

constant thinking ahead, and anticipating 

events of the future. I have always 

thought ahead, which is a good thing, 

but to an extent. By thinking ahead and 

anticipating the days I have not lived yet, 

I am forgetting to live in the moment. I 

am forgetting that this life, I am frantically 

trying to control, is in the hands of a much 

greater force. I am forgetting that I have 

been placed on this Earth to live, not to 

‘get by.’ And so, I, and perhaps others, 

need to remind ourselves to live in the 

moment, to forget what has gone, and 

not to ponder. Let go and simply just live 

a little. Enjoy what you’re doing right now. 

That’s how you know you’re living. 

“Your journey has 
moulded you for the 
greater good, and it 
was exactly what it 
needed to be. Don’t 
think you’ve lost 
time. There is no 
short cutting to 

life. It took each 
and every situation 
to bring you to the 
now. And now is 

right on time.”

Labeeda
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FACE YOGA
Many of us go to the gym regularly to exercise and tone up our muscles. But what about those 

muscles that are visible all the time? Think about frown lines, drooping jaws, and eye bags. Well, 

Face Yoga is here and I am about to let you in on this beauty secret. It is known as a type of cosmetic 

procedure or physical therapy tool promising to alter facial contours by means of increasing muscle 

tone and facial volume. By working out muscles in a specific area, muscle loss caused by aging is 

prevented. Facial toning and exercise is therefore in part a technique to achieve facial rejuvenation 

by reducing wrinkles, sagging and expression marks on the face and skin. Simply put, a workout for 

your face leaving you with toned skin1 and a healthy, even complexion.

How it works

Exercising your facial muscles is just like working out the rest of your body: by engaging your 

muscle – using facial expressions though. Movements include smiling, stretching the eyebrows 

outwards, twisting your lips or moving the cheeks from side to side, stretching out your tongue and 

even forming your lips into the shape of blowing a kiss. While the fun part is that you get to make 

faces, it is really hard not to laugh during these moves. Face exercises work because the muscles2 

of the face tone up with exercise, just like other body muscles. Exercise makes the muscles firmer, 

‘tighter’ and stronger.

What to expect

Exercising your facial muscles tightens, tones, and – according to practitioners – combats aging. 

Aside from fighting the signs of aging (i.e. saggy skin, wrinkles, etc.), facial exercise increases blood 

flow to all skin layers, supplying essential vitamins to the skin. Experts state that face yoga not only 

rejuvenates the face, but simultaneously helps in reigniting that glow. To banish fine lines, sagging, 

and wrinkles, it is recommended to work your facial muscles six times a week for 20 minutes and 

you will see noticeable results within two weeks. Simply search Face Yoga online and find various 

workouts. Here is my favorite: http://www.totalbeauty.com/content/gallery/face-yoga-exercises/

p120172/page2

A simple and non-surgical way to turn back the clock. Let us know your thoughts and experiences!

1http://www.cosmeticsandskin.com/bcb/facial-gym.php
2http://healthyliving.azcentral.com/examples-facial-exercises-toning-face-9489.html

By Kanwal
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-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -
Vacation

What comes to your mind when you hear 

the word ‘’vacation’’? 

When I asked others this question, I got 

similar answers: airplane, sun, sand, sea 

and shopping. When I searched the word 

“vacation” on Google, there were pictures 

after pictures of beaches and palm trees.

It’s painful to see how much we limit 

ourselves! Do we have to go to the beach 

to feel like we are on a vacation? Why do 

we feel obliged to grab a plane to feel 

like we are actually going on holiday? Is it 

necessary to pay a fortune for just a week 

away? Is there no other interpretation for 

the word ‘vacation’? 

I have always wanted to gather memories 

from different countries. I too was inspired 

by the idea of travelling the entire world 

and living that ‘vacation’ life. Recently, that 

changed. 

This year, my school organised an 

interesting game with the aim of getting 

to know Brussels better. We had to visit 

different places in the city and do small 

tasks, like taking photos or interviewing 

people. After a tiring, yet insightful, day I 

realized that I didn’t know my city. I always 

complained because I thought there was 

nothing special about it, but that small 

game opened my eyes.

Here I am, aspiring to travel to different 

countries, when I don’t even know my 

own country well yet. Every year we try 

to run as far as possible, sometimes not 

giving a thought to the possibilities right 

outside our doorstep. This very thought is 

what inspired me to explore my own city, 

sometimes by myself or with company. 

Having done this, I must say, I was greatly 

pleased by the experience. 

Whenever I was twiddling my thumbs 

at home, I pushed myself to take the 
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subway with no particular destination in 

mind. This in itself was so exciting. I got to 

discover new places, within my own city, I 

had never seen before. Of course, I always 

had my camera to capture the beauty. 

To think I have lived in Brussels since I 

was born, but was oblivious to the many 

gems it harbored. 

The weather was not always great, but 

that didn’t stop me. Only last week it 

was pouring down, however it was on 

my agenda to visit the park with a bunch 

of friends and that was exactly what I 

intended to do. Rain or no rain. When I 

mentioned my plan to my mother, she 

said, “Are you crazy? It’s raining!” I was 

feeling inspired and answered, “What if 

it’s raining? Will the rain harm us? Or is 

there a rule that says that we can’t have 

a lovely picnic when there’s a bit of rain?”

It’s easy to give up and to find an excuse 

to not to do something. My opinion? You 

should never give up, because we do only 

live once. Don’t make life difficult. You 

don’t always need a plane ticket to be 

happy. I’m not saying don’t ever travel the 

world. I’m just suggesting that you can be 

happy without spending that money every 

time you want a break. Don’t search for 

happiness somewhere across the globe. 

Make the decision to be happy wherever 

you are and then, nothing can stop you. B Y  E L I F
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-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -

The Billion Pound

This famous quote was uttered by an icon 

of football referring to how the sport was 

different to any other in the world, with 

a follower base which could rival even 

the biggest of religions. These famous 

words were spoken in 1981 and football 

has come a long way since then. While 

the enthusiasts of the game have only 

multiplied since, it seems the statement 

spoken on that day has taken a new 

context that the great figure himself, may 

not have been able to foretell. 

Just a few weeks ago, Neymar Da Silva 

Santos Junior had reportedly signed from 

Barcelona to Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) 

for €220m, with the total bill expected to 

reach or even exceed €500m altogether. 

It is a mind-boggling figure and to put it 

into context, there are 25 countries in the 

world with a combined gross domestic 

product that wouldn’t even reach a 

whisker of the transfer fee, let alone the 

whole reported fee. 

The move has shocked many people all 

around the world, as it raises genuine 

questions as to the morality of such 

exorbitant fees on a single human being. 

A human being who, through all means 

and descriptions, is essentially very adept 

at putting a ball into a net. This isn’t exactly 

seen as a productive job or skill to have, 

when compared to other professions 

such as a doctor, scientist or teacher. The 

price becomes even more questionable 

“Some people believe football is a matter of life and death, I’m very disappointed 

with that attitude. I can assure you it is much, much more important than that” 

~ Bill Shankly 

Beauty and the Beast  
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when considering the fact that such a vast 

figure is being spent on a footballer, while 

millions throughout the world suffer in 

squalor and harsh economic conditions. 

Many cite the move as shocking and 

immoral since a sum of that amount could 

have been spent on a more productive 

endeavour. An endeavour which could 

have been crucial in saving lives or for 

charitable purposes or even dedicated to 

science and other key areas, which could 

have possibly benefited society. 

However, many people have failed to 

realise that while the money involved 

in this transfer is worrying, in context of 

where the priorities of world lay, there is 

also a growing problem of an increasingly 

worryingly political agenda. In a general 

sense, the notion of political agendas seem 

to be becoming more secretly prevalent 

within modern football. It has been going 

unnoticed by many people connected 

to the sport, who seem to instead focus 

on the money involved unaware of the 

political context of the money itself. 

While not being obvious at first, it has 

become very clear as to why football has 

become more politicised and used by the 

wealthy elite for ulterior motives, other 

than genuine footballing ambitions. This 

has begun to isolate the game from its 

real lifeblood, that being the fans who 

have themselves become unwittingly 

entrapped by the ploys of the elitist 

influence within the game. The frustrations 

of the fans has been largely directed to 

the stacks of money involved, but they fail 

to realise that it isn’t the money within the 

game that’s the problem, it is the reason 

why the money is being spent? 

For example, in a recent interview1, an 

owner of a football club admitted that 

he simply could not match the levels of 

spending, by other top football clubs 

within the division, due to other clubs 

essentially being “wealthy individuals 

taking on the equivalent of a country”. 

This was referring to the recent Qatari 

and Arab incursion into football in 

the acquisition of Man City and PSG. 

respectively. Both clubs have seen levels 

of massive spending in recent years, with 

PSG recently signing the aforementioned 

Neymar Jr for €500m and Man City 

spending €200m this summer.

The amount of money being spent seems 

illogical, but the answer lays within the 

importance of image. The Arab families, 

of the middle east, invested heavily into 

these respective football clubs to gain 

recognition worldwide, not in footballing 

but in financial and image terms. By 

creating a brand using these football 

clubs, the Arab families essentially create 

a brand for themselves among their elitist 

peers. They would be viewed as serious 

businessmen with serious amounts of 

disposable income, becoming more 
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sellable as a brand of individuals to invest 

and do business with. Essentially, the aim 

would be to gain a more viable image 

throughout the world, which would be 

an upgrade on the current image then 

that which is currently associated with 

Arabs, due to the ties middle eastern 

countries have with terrorism. Need more 

evidence? The World Cup is being hosted 

by Qatar for 2022 despite a number of 

serious allegations of corruption and 

bribery in the selection process. The 

decision to give Qatar the hosting rights 

was seen from the outset as a left-handed 

decision as the country is not known to 

be a footballing nation. Furthermore, 

problems with the weather, time, dates 

and allegations surrounding the workers, 

hired to build the stadiums for the Qatar 

World Cup in general, made it seem an 

illogical and ill-suited choice to host the 

prestigious competition. Now that the 

nation has received the honour, no doubt 

the marketability of the nation’s elite has 

gone up tenfold and presents them with 

an amazing financial prospect. 

This process has now seriously inflated 

the footballing market of the world as 

the heavy amounts of spending have 

forced other clubs to follow suit, causing 

the overall price of everything football 

to sky rocket. Hence the common notion 

that an everyday fan is being priced out 

games, due to clubs raising match day 

ticket pricing and other merchandise to 

compete with the heavy spending. 

"While the money involved
 is worrying, there is a 
growing problem of an 

increasingly worryingly 
political agenda"

However, it would be mistaken to assume 

this is the only way football is or has been 

manipulated in the past. In 2003, Russian 

billionaire Roman Abrahamovich bought 

Chelsea football club as the first of the 

mega rich clubs to make its entry into 

football. He promised heavy investment 

and delivered on his promises citing a 

love for football and his dream to win 

silverware as an owner of a club. It was 

later revealed Abrahamovich may have, 

in fact, bought Chelsea as a political 

maneuverer to escape consequences for 

recent political scandals in Russia. Due 

to the origin of his wealth being closely 

tied to the fall of the Soviet Union, he had 

become entangled in political scandals. 

His purchase of Chelsea allowed him to 

gain a strong foothold within the United 

Kingdom to ensure it would be near 

impossible for him to face punishment. 

Establishing a base within London would 

mean he would be less likely to face the 

retribution waiting for him back home. 
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Thus, he pumped his financial assets into 

the club. 

Further examples of politics being 

connected to football can be seen 

through the recent troubles this year in 

Spain as tensions there have risen due to 

the increasing nationalism of Catalonia. 

It is a province within Spain that has 

seen growing calls of independence. 

It has its own language and separate 

culture, therefore increasingly viewing 

itself as an independent nation to Spain.

Barcelona falls into this province and the 

people within the region count football 

as a massive part of their culture. It is no 

surprise that Barcelona Football Club, 

became embroiled into this debate for 

Catalonian independence as it is based 

in the Catalonian region. The club is 

intertwined with the history and culture 

of the region and many of the fans have 

used it as a medium to voice their calls for 

independence within matches with flags 

and protests. There was even a recent 

election to sample how strong support 

for independence within the region 

was. Many prominent Catalan figures, 

especially within the Barcelona football 

team, publicly voted with a resounding 

victory for independence. 

The Spanish national authorities did not 

recognise the vote and threatened action 

if Catalonia was to separate from Spain. 

The Spanish league even threatened to 

kick Barcelona out of the national league. 

Tensions had also reportedly begun to rise 

within the dressing room of the Spanish 

national team, mirroring the tensions 

within the country itself. The team was a 

mix of Spanish and Catalonian nationals, 

with the Spanish nationals resenting the 

calls for independence from the Catalan 

players. The community of Catalonia see 

their culture within their football club as 

more than just stadiums and players. 

They see it as their culture and history, 

similar to how other countries see their 

respective footballs clubs. 

"Football is starting to look less 
like a beauty and more like a

cash grabbing beast"

These are but a few of many political 

agendas tied to the game which, as a 

whole, are now starting to become ever 

present. It would not be my intention to 

be seen as having an agenda against the 

sport, as I am a fan of the sport myself. 

I’ve loved the game since I was young and 

ironically enough, I support one of the 

aforementioned clubs, Chelsea. However, 

being someone who also vows to always 

stick to true journalistic morals, I cannot 

ignore how my beautiful game is starting 

to look less like a beauty and more like a 

cash grabbing beast. 

1 http://www.skysports.com/football/news/11678/10986341/
mike-ashley-speaks-direct-newcastle-united-owners-exclusive-
interview-with-sky-sports-in-full

B Y  A R I F
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MEET THE TEAM
LUBNA  | Founder & Editor in Chief
What can I say? I love writing. Always have. To write is to voice all the 
images your brain harbours onto a piece of paper, there for the world to 
read. Only a few years ago I graduated in Human Biology and Journalism 
and currently, I am a Reporter for a pharmaceutical news magazine. I’m 
a bookworm that aspires to make this world a better place! Yes, it’s a big 
ask… but I can start somewhere, right? Spreading a little bit of positivity 
through my blogs, aanbulnotebooks, my novels and this magazine, is only 
the beginning.      aanbul.com

LABEEDA  | Editor & Writer
I like to write because of the freedom I am given with words; a paper 
and a pen and my brain is all I need to express myself. When it comes 
to writing, no one is right or wrong; we are just simply different, and 
that is the beauty of it. I’m a Law student, who is a tad bit obsessed with 
the world of fashion, which explains eeda on Instagram. I also adore 
capturing pretty sunsets wherever I go.       @eeda_l 

AMRITA  | Senior Editor & Writer
Creativity has always been something I admire. It comes in so many 
forms and although for some it can be drawing or painting, for me, it has 
always been in the form of writing. It’s a way of expressing your opinions 
and having a conversation with the outside world. Without hesitation, pen 
to paper, you can write whatever you are thinking and hopefully trigger 
a thought in someone else too. At 23, I have only recently re-ignited this 
love and want to use it to make a difference. I am Digital Marketer who 
lives in the UK and who also manages my own women empowerment 
page on Instagram,       @Fluffy.LDN. Check it out if you get a chance!

SOUMBUL  | Designer
Art, design and all things creative have been a part of my life ever since 
I was able to hold a pen. I have a degree in Graphic Design: Visual 
Communication and am now a Freelance Designer and Illustrator. I’m 
all about aesthetics and draw inspiration from all aspects of the world, 
whether it be nature, fashion, culture, architecture - you name it, I’m 
inspired by it. I’m also a keen traveller, film and series enthusiast, lover 
of words, low-key fashionista and high-key nerd!
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APEKSHA  | Writer
A 20-year-old law student from UK with a passion for all things creative. 
My interests include art, photography, interior design and beauty. I 
am a good-vibes-only hippie and a self-confessed shopaholic with an 
unhealthy obsession with Huda Beauty Lipsticks, so I may enable some 
unnecessary makeup purchases from time to time but hey, a little 
shopping never hurt anybody!        @hervoguelife

AMINA R  | Writer
Let’s get the boring bit out of the way first – I’ll be starting my first year at 
uni where I’ll be studying Education Studies, with hopes to later become 
a primary school teacher. I love to share my experiences, thoughts and 
interests with others, which is why I run my own blog. I post a lot about 
my take on fashion, and like to style outfits that are simultaneously 
bold and comfortable. I am also very passionate about mental health 
awareness, especially for teens and young adults. My goal is to ensure 
my work uplifts people’s spirits and benefits them in a positive way.

AMINAH AH  | Writer
Ever since I can remember, writing has always been my ‘happy place.’ 
In fact, I’ve still got poems I wrote from when I was 9 years old! Writing 
is the one thing that allows me to express my thoughts and feelings or 
even create new ones. The page never judges, nor does it tire of taking 
your words, whether they be plenty or few, complex or simple. To me, 
that freedom is infectious and necessary to one’s wellbeing. Though I’m 
not 9 anymore, I’ve taken my love of words and translated it into many 
experiences from tutoring to blog writing to editing for friends. Like a 
loyal friend, English has never left my side.

ARIF  | Writer
I’m 20 years old, I study History, Film, Journalism at the University of 
Hertfordshire. My passion is Journalism, whether it be sports, politics 
or just general reporting. I enjoy watching movies, playing games and 
reading in my spare time. I love to debate and express my views, no 
matter what they are and I consider it my best asset. I am a massive 
football fan and I have a keen interest in the sport.
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KANWAL  | Writer
I have been a Jurist and part-time photographer for almost a decade 
now. After completing my B.A. in American Studies, writing became a 
passion along with photography. I try to express my thoughts through 
words. My interests cover a wide range though, so you might find 
yourself reading articles on different topics written by me. Enjoy!

BEYZA ELIF DINÇER  | Writer
I’m an 18 years old Sociology student living in Brussels, the heart 
of Europe. I love reading, writing, traveling, watching films (especially 
Bollywood films), photography and nature. When I write, I feel the 
deepest sense of peace. You know when you’re not feeling so great a
nd then read one sentence from a book and suddenly, you’re immersed 
in another world? It’s amazing how words can have that sort of impact
 on our mood. I want to be a writer who makes a positive change and 
that is something I will do! 

MOMINA  | Writer
Also known as klumzymomina because of my clumsiness, I am a young 
woman in my twenties with a degree in Interior Design. I have a passion 
for travelling and all things creative: Art, Architecture, Interior Design, 
Photography and Fashion. Having been to numerous countries and 
getting a taste of different cultures, my aim is to help people get the best 
out of their holidays by creating travel itineraries.        @klumzymomina

HUMA  | Writer
Travelling has always been the greatest modes of storytelling and 
learning. Each road leads to new adventures and new lessons; filled 
with many unknowns. Writing brings them to life. Two of my passions, 
beautifully interlocked. In my day to day life, I’m a striving Optometrist; 
aiming to improve vision, one person at a time.  In my downtime, I enjoy 
jotting down life’s experiences and my thoughts. My blog helps me 
facilitate this:     humadiaries.wordpress.com
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RAMEEN  | Writer
I have just completed my first-year in Human Resource Management 
at Uni and am working as a part time Sales Associate at Gap. I enjoy 
photography, cooking, absolutely love writing and hope to travel the 
world one day and visit cute places (don’t we all). ‘Don’t cry because 
it’s over, smile because it happened’- Dr.Seuss. Always appreciate the 
cute moments in life and make positive difference in people’s life. 
      @rameenxbee

NOREEN  | Writer
“Stop acting so small. You are the universe in ecstatic motion“  words 
of wisdom from the famous Sufi mystic Jalaluddin Rumi. Writing for 
this magazine is a way for me to turn his words into action by sharing 
my knowledge and interests with you the readers. However if I can 
increase your knowledge on Punjabi culture, worldwide human rights 
cases and Sufism or if you enjoy my serial or book recommendation, 
I will count my articles as a success. My name is Noreen and I hope 
you enjoy our magazine.

REEM  | Writer
Well, hello there! I’m Reem. Your very average 21-year-old, who is 
struggling with transitioning from a super-unorganised-carefree-last-
minute student to a boss of a working woman! Yes, this is a dream right 
now as I am still stuck in my old ways, but, it’s my goal to make sure I 
succeed in kicking working-life-butt this year – and document all the key 
tips and tricks that I find useful along the way! But hey, it’s not all work 
and no play for me, so be prepared for some adventures, explorations 
and, of course, foodie updates!

QUDSIYA  | Writer
Hi readers! I’m Qudsiya; a 19-year- old student (almost), reader and I 
guess now, officially a writer. I take pride in being a literary enthusiast or 
a slightly obsessed book fanatic in more realistic terms. To add another 
obsession to the plate, I also love science – the human body in particular 
and therefore will be starting Medical school in September. To end with 
a random fact; my favourite Greek aphorism is ‘Gnothi Seauton’, Know 
Thyself, which I hope I can help inspire you and myself to reflect on with 
my writing, alongside all the other talented work on this platform!   
      janesrambles.blogspot.co.uk
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SHUMAILA  | Writer
Having studied Fashion Retail, Graphic design, Medical science and Urdu, 
I aim to pursue a degree in Fashion with Fashion Business at university. 
My hobbies include photography, reading & writing, bit of art, DIY and 
cooking here and there. Previously, I worked for St. Albans’ fashion week, 
Young Writers Anthology and at a local advice centre and right now, I am 
part of a radio station and a health & fitness advisor.

SAFIYA  | Writer
A year ago, I qualified as a mental health nurse and am working in 
Glasgow. I know many people who have suffered from mental health 
difficulties, this being the reason why I was inspired to follow this career 
path. Mental health problems are becoming more prevalent, yet they are 
still belittled and tainted by a discriminating stigma. Having converted to 
Islam in 2015, my religion is important to me and it is also a big part of 
my writing (a real passion of mine). I’m currently writing a novel and my 
dream is to publish it one day and of course, I’m a bookworm. I believe 
words are powerful and that everyone’s voices should be heard. 
      scottishmuslimah.com 

SUMAIYA  | Writer
I’m a twenty something final year student studying BA (Hons) Human 
Resources Management with Psychology. Alongside my studies, I 
volunteer part time as a fully trained student advisor, campaigner against 
hate crime and sexual violence, as well as a peer mentor at uni. Technical 
stuff aside, I run a multifaceted blog that features chatty, buoyant posts 
surrounding topics such as lifestyle, fashion, reviews and much more. My 
interests include designing, cooking, reading, social media and travelling.
     alittleSumthing.co.uk

TAIBA  | Writer
I’m a 20 year old student and life style blogger from England, Yorkshire.  
One day, I hope to run my own coffee shop, writing on napkins and the 
back of receipts. You can always find me in a coffee shop with a book in 
my hand, prancing around an art gallery or on my blog.
     jorlaska.com

SELENA  | Writer
When you write, write with understanding simply from your heart. My 
name is Selena Aziz, a 19 year old university student. I write often and 
have a heart set on Interior Design. Everyday should be lived with passion 
and adventure, my adventure is Interior Design and my passion is writing. 
For me, writing is living in the moment and reliving the memory when 
the time is gone, well I at least hope you feel that way when you read my 
work.      selenadove.weebly.com/about
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